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1. SAFETY EVALUATION OF N4C&I

France's latest UOOMWe "N4" generation of Pressurised Water Reactors (PWR) use distributed
programmable control systems interconnected by data networks. The protection system is also
software based. A significant feature is tho totally computeriecd aeulial control worn will)
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difficulties fo ck iduatry angagod in quantified safety ovoluntk IPSN have the
task of evaluating the safety demonstration before the government safety authority (DSIN) give the
licensee (EDF) permission to fuel the reactor and to raise power.

xhic pop°r prfffwnfi .Some of the different aspects of the evaluation carried out and the
methodologies used for assessing the C&L̂  **•*- at

1.2. Description and approach for C&I safety evaluation

Figure: Schematic representation ot N4 reactor C&I
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The different C&I systems for the N4 reactor series form an integral structure which can be
presented schematically by a number of horizontal layers typing the different interfaces from plant to
operator (instrumentation, automatic control, centralised operator interface). The implementation of
the different reactor system functions and in particular the safety functions is represented vertically
on this schematic. The diagram gives an idea of the context for the analysis which are carried out
concerning reliability, interdependence and functionality of the C&I.

1.3. Safety evaluation

Globally, the safety case is founded on a formal definition of the safety requirements and a
demonstration that these requirements are met. The functions which are classified as important to
safety are subject to a set of functional specifications and implementation requirements which is
legally enforced. The qualification process corresponds to the equipment type and safety category.

Aside from verifying that the correct classification and qualification is applied and achieved, the
IPSN may, as in the case of the reactor protection software, carry out independent analysis of certain
aspects of the design.

Less safety critical parts of the C&I are also considered by IPSN, in particular their behaviour and
importance relative to safety functions. With the integration of C&I systems though the application
of data communication networks and the use of a centralised computer for the control room man
machine interface, the possibility of common mode failure must be examined in detail.

The evaluation of the N4 C&I covered the following :

Safety evaluation of instrumentation (level 0)

The reactor instrumentation for N4 is, on the whole, free from innovation such as imbedded
intelligence, instrument bus, etc.. IPSN applied the usual verification of safety classification and
qualification as with previous reactor designs.

Safety evaluation of automatic control systems (level 1)

All automatic control systems receive orders and transmit information from and to the centralised
facilities, but nevertheless function independently. Their design and implementation is oriented
broadly to correspond with their function and importance to safety. Two main types of
hardware/software systems are used.

The protection and safeguard systems (CO3, CS3, SCAP) are « safety class» (IE) and are
implemented by a specialised system which uses dedicated programmed microprocessors.

The reactor auxiliary systems control (SCAT), including the diversification to the reactor
protection (ATWS), has less stringent functional and safety requirements and is implemented by an
industrial programmable logic controller (PLC) networked configuration.

Technical design evaluation of central control (level 2)

The design evaluation examines the principal control facilities (KIC), which use a totally
computerised man machine interface, as well as the complementary and back-up control facilities
(KSC) which are implemented "conventionally". The interdependence of the KIC and the KSC and
the transfer modes involved are analysed.

Operational aspects

The operational aspects examined in particular concern the back-up panel (KSC) control
facilities, accident operating procedures, ergonomics and operator training.
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Evaluation of site commissioning

The on site commissioning is followed and reviewed. The examination covers the methodology
applied for testing these large and complex control and supervision systems on site, the adequacy of
these tests and the analysis of test results.

1.4. Presentation of IPSN methodologies

In the paragraphs which follow we outline briefly some examples of the approach and the
methodologies used to examine the C&I systems as part of IPSN evaluation of the N4 safety
demonstration. We will consider :

o the protection system software,

o the diversification to the reactor protection system,

o the technical design evaluation of centralised control.

2. PROTECTION SYSTEM SOFTWARE.

In order to ensure that protection system software reaches the expected level of safety and exhibits
an adequate degree of testability and maintainability, IPSN pay particular attention to the following
issues:

o rational and thorough methods of developing software by following a specific quality assurance
plan (documentation and code);

o strict programming rules for producing a testable and maintainable program (code);

o tests carried out to ensure sufficient coverage both on the manufacturer's premises and on site
(simulation).

A representative set of functions was chosen for IPSN's independent safety assessment. It consists
of two channels, one relating to a trip request and the other to a safety injection request. They each
involve the functional units needed to perform a safety task :

o two process data acquisition units,

o a data processing unit allowing a partial trip to be executed corresponding to a trip request or a
safeguard action request,

o a unit in charge of the majority vote controlling the trip circuit breakers and safeguard actions.

The software associated with this representative set of functions processes one or more items of
data from the plant, from acquisition to actuators. The methodology adopted to analyse the protection
system software proceeds by evaluating in successive steps the various technical solutions put
forward by the operator.

2.1. Critical examination of documents

In its evaluation of the safety of the programmed systems, IPSN judge the relevance of
information contained in the software specification and design documents.

The examination of the protection system carried out as part of this evaluation takes account of
the safety requirements of the installation, the system architecture and its specifications. The
examination therefore consists of verifying the presence of all the functions needed to ensure that the
installation is safe with the necessary functional diversity to protect against common mode failures.

The development of software corresponding to the functions of the protection system is organised
in a Software Quality Assurance Plan. A large amount of documentation is produced throughout the
development cycle. This documentation consists of documents written in natural language
(specifications, design, tests) and the source program itself. The documentation is produced over a
long time-scale.
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Each document is analysed, not only to understand the functions performed, but to check that
there is no superfluous information (causes of complexity), or information which is incoherent or
missing from the software documentation.

The AVIS method and its AVISO computer tool are an aid to examination involving the
application of a systematic and thorough approach. The method uses linguistic analysis to compile
graphs showing the information set out in the document. This operation relates each text element to
its corresponding point on the graph.

This sort of modelling is more useful than a discursive or mathematical language, because it
shows the relationships existing between the information contained in the text. The resulting
overview can be used to focus attention both on the meaning and on the details of each piece of
information. This representation simplifies the task of examining the completeness and consistency
of this information. Moreover, the references drawn up between the text and the graphic allow any
anomalies picked out during the modelling process to be linked to the original text.

The analysis of documentation produced over a long period of time and modified with each
version of the software is made more powerful by the ability of this tool to store information
contained in the different texts together with observations and comments raised by the analysis.

2.2. Evaluation of the quality of the code

The source programs of the chosen representative set of functions are analysed to search for any
dangerous constructions regarding the language used. For example :

o data flow anomalies (definitions and uses of variable values, types of variables etc.),

o arithmetic expressions (parentheses, division by zero),

o multiple input or output loops,

o variable index loops,

o inaccessible code,

o unnecessary code,

o verification of compliance with provisions of IEC 880 deemed important by IPSN.

The components from which the programming anomalies were detected become so-called
sensitive components. The testability and maintainability of these components are in turn evaluated.
Some of these components, mainly those containing variable index loops, could be tested during the
robustness study of the program, thereby allowing the verification of their behaviour under these
conditions.

2.3. Determining the critical software components

The software of the chosen unit processes several channels. Those parts relating to the two
channels selected (the essential components) must be distinguished from the software supported by
the functional units. Amongst these components, the so-called critical functions, whose failure is
likely to cause a severe system malfunction must be identified.

This is carried out using the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) adapted for software
analysis. This is the first stage in the AFFUT approach, which is intended to determine the most
important unit functions for IPSN to test.

This approach consists in evaluating the effects of postulated failures on each function of the
software in turn. An index of relative importance can then be calculated for each function, by taking
into account the number and severity of failures, and hence categorise them.

The second step in the AFFUT approach consists in studying the critical functions in detail by
analysing all the tests performed by the manufacturer. If these tests are not sufficient for ensuring
that the postulated failures cannot occur, these critical functions performed by the components which
are called up in turn will be the subject of additional tests as part of the consistency and robustness
studies.
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2.4. Developing test cases

This stage consists of two parts. The first part is based on an examination of the manufacturer's
tests with a view to the consistency study (§2.5) the second is currently based on results from the
sensitive and critical component analyses and is focused on the robustness study (§2.6).

In the first part, the analyst selects from the series of manufacturer's tests those which correspond
to specific system operating conditions in order to verify system behaviour.

In the second part, sets of values are derived from the domain of the variables selected as result of
the quality assessment of the code or from the software FMEA cases.

2.5. Consistency study

An evaluation of the programs from the representative set of functions gives rise to a dynamic
analysis which can be used to determine how consistently these programs perform with regard to
their specifications. This study verifies the most significant aspects of the behaviour of the binary
program which is actually used on site.

For this type of examination IPSN has developed a set of emulation tools which can simulate
system operation, by execution of a binary program, without the actual hardware (CPU card,
peripheral cards etc.) used on site. In this way the the protection system software environment, the
binary program and the microprocessor it runs on, is simulated. This development was carried out
mainly by using a graphical description based on the SADT method.

Programs are run to take account of the values of the input variables given by a series of tests
designed for this consistency study. The simulated system and the associated tests series will be
reused to verify that each version of the software works as well as before.

2.6. Robustness study

The main purpose of this study is to judge the behaviour of the program set when subjected to
series of predefined tests representing abnormal situations for the protection system and for the
systems which provide it with information. A series of tests focus on the critical or sensitive
components detected during the previous steps.

This study makes use of the simulation tools mentioned previously, making it possible in
particular to arrive at certain internal program variables which are representative of the abnormal
situation selected. The results of the simulations obtained from the robustness tests must be analysed
to identify the state of each output variable from the system for the representative set of functions.
This implies ascertaining the values which should be obtained for each test case. Special semantic
analyses are carried out to calculate the expected values.

An analysis of the simulation results allows us to conclude on the adequacy of the system
behaviour with respect to the missions it must perform.

3. DIVERSIFYING THE PROTECTION SYSTEM.

In addition the simple redundancy which is required for all safety class systems, it has been
deemed necessary that certain parts of the C&I should also be diversified. Examples include certain
commands in the control room and a diversified reactor trip system known as « ATWS ».

3.1. Demands made by the safety authority for ATWS

Background

The question of diversity for the protection system was first posed in 1968. In the USA as well as
in France, it was undertaken to study the consequences which could result from common mode
failures. The hypothesis is that of a total refusal of insertion of the reactor control rods during a
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design condition which should normally demand this action (the so called reactor trip or scram).
Hence the name for the ensuing events " Anticipated Transient without Scram " (ATWS)

Independent means to cover the failure of the reactor emergency trip have been installed in many
reactors throughout the world in order to reduce the probability of core melt associated to ATWS
situations. In France, all PWRs in service are equipped with an ATWS diversified trip system.

Probabilistic objective

The probabilities for the initiation of accident transients and the acceptability of their
consequences form part of the reactor design basis. The major unacceptable consequence is core
melt

In the case of failure of the reactor protection system, it had to be shown that adequate measures
were taken in the design to cover for all transients with a frequency higher than 10"2 per year. The
consequences incurred must not exceed those resulting from transients with a frequency lower than
10~* per year. This demonstration could be based on a probabilistic study. The corresponding
requirement was to get a probability of core melt lower than 10"7 per year.

3.2. Design and implementation principles for ATWS palliative trip system

On the N4 reactor, the ATWS trip is activated when a very low steam generator level is detected
on at least 2 of the 4 generators and when the cold leg temperature is greater than the predefined
threshold on at least 2 of the 4 primary circuit cooling loops. The thresholds are calibrated so as the
ATWS trip normally activates after the principle protection system. The ATWS trip system actions
are as follows:

o trip the breakers supplying the control rod hold clutches,

o start up the auxiliary feed water to the steam generators,

o trip the turbine,

« isolate the steam generator purge.

The ATWS trip system is implemented with hardware and software totally different to that used
on the protection system. The use of separate measurement points, instrumentation and independent
rod trip breakers furthers the diversification.

3.3. Safety case

The safety demonstration consisted, in particular, of an examination of ATWS function and its
associated C&I as follows :

o the probability of failure of the normal reactor trip (failure of the protection system)

o the probability of failure of the ATWS palliative trip system,

o the probability of core melt if the reactor trip fails (including a mechanical blockage).

Common modes :

The segregation and diversity of the protection system and the ATWS proved sufficient to allow
us to consider the failure of the two systems simultaneously negligible.

The protection system has a highly redundant hardware configuration with some functional
diversity in the way the application is implemented. However, a common mode failure is
theoretically possible due to the effects of a software error. The state of the art does not allow us to
quantify the probability of this latter failure mode.

Operating experience to date is difficult to extrapolate. Applying the Khi-2 law leads us to an
estimate in the order of 10'3 failures per demand for a reactor trip. This must be seen as a worst case.

The licensee approaches the problem by estimating the overall failure rate for the protection
system, including the software, at 10"4 per demand. On this basis, the licensee has verified that the
results of the probability studies for initiators currently included in the ATWS family (design basis
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conditions 1 and 2) are not significantly modified (probability of core melt increased by around 1.5 x
107).

On the other hand, this new hypothesis reveals a significant increase in probability of core melt
calculated for certain other initiators in the families of accidents considered by the design basis 3 and
4 to be less probable with worse consequences (loss of coolant, steam line break outside of the
containment, steam generator tube break).

Amongst these initiating events, the licensee retain those which have a probability of occurrence
at least equal to 10'3 /year. These initiating events, when considered with a failure rate for the
protection system set at KrVdemand, lead to sequences with core melt probability of 10~7/year
maximum. From these initiating events the licensee then identify the safeguard chains most sensitive
to the possible failure of the protection system.

This study brought to light two safeguard chains particularly sensitive to unreliability in the
automatic protection system C&I which are not currently covered by the ATWS trip. These were, for
reactor at power:

o small breaks in the primary circuit,

o steam tube rupture outside of the containment.

To cover these situations, the licensee is currently studying supplementary palliatives. These will
trip (according to criteria to be defined):

o a control rod drop,

o safety injection start-up,

o isolation of steam lines.

The safety authority has asked the licensee to enlarge this study to cover the uncertainties over the
probability that can be given to a software failure. A sensitivity study on the value chosen for
software common mode failure has been carried out so as to appreciate its impact on the list of core
melt sequences considered for diversification above. No new sequences have been highlighted.

4. CENTRALISED OPERATING SYSTEMS

We will finally consider the centralised operating and supervision systems (level 2).

The independent evaluation is less detailed than for the protection system. This evaluation
proceeds by a review of the standard design documentation, but also demands specific detailed
technical analyses to be provided by the designer. The results of functional and system tests are
reviewed including simulation testing and close observation of all operating experience.

4.1. Description

The nuclear plant is run from a central control room using a totally computerised operating
interface known as the KIC system. All information and commands exchanged between the operator
and the process as well as the plant operating procedures and alarm information are normally
accessible via the KIC computers.

To cover for a total failure of the KIC computer system, a back-up operating panel (KSC), using
more "conventional" technology, provides the essential functions necessary to bring the reactor at a
safe shutdown state and to maintain this state until the computer system is repaired.

A second, reduced function, back-up panel, exterior to the central control room, is provided in the
case of inaccessibility of the central control room (e.g. fire).

Since all automatic regulation and protection, including safety functions which automatically
shutdown the reaction are implemented by the level 1 systems, there is arguably no necessity to
globally classify the level 2 system as safety critical. Nevertheless, the manual activation of certain
systems is necessary to manage accident situations and bring the reactor to a complete cold
shutdown. A limited number of manual controls (emergency trip and safeguards) are directly
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interfaced to safety systems. The level 2 is thus classified safety related and must be included in the
safety demonstration for N4.

From the point of view of the technology used, the reactor safety case is based on operation from
the "conventional" back-up panel (KSC) in the central control room. However, the significant role
that the computerised KIC system plays in the overall operation of the reactor and its extensive
interface to the plant, means that its relevance to safety cannot be ignored.

4.2. Themes of level 2 C&I evaluation :

Concerning the contribution to the safety demonstration made by the level 2 systems, IPSN
focused its evaluation on a number of pertinent aspects. The following itemises the main points
treated:

The adequacy of the control room back-up panel.

This was confirmed with respect to the indicators and commands provided, the associated
operating procedures and the panel's overall operability from an ergonomic point of view.

The interdependence of the multiple operating interfaces.

The different redundant and diversified back-up interfaces provided at level 2 were examined
considering their modes and conditions of utilisation. We looked for the possibilities of common
mode failures and the means employed to limit or cover the possibilities which exist.

The transfer between operating interfaces.

The evaluation of these situations (effects, impact, criteria for transfer, operating procedures,..)
required investigation into the possible failure modes which can evoke the need to change interface.
It also involved the ergonomic evaluation; an abrupt change to the operating interface in use is
generally considered undesirable. The failure of the KIC system proves, not surprisingly, the main
problem area.

The qualification of the level 2 interfaces.

The guaranteed operation of the back-up panel at installation and its maintained availability are
central to the safety demonstration.

A design evaluation of computerised control facilities (KIC)

The evaluation of possible faults and failures of the KIC system and the means of detection is key
to the previous points. This evaluation covers the design as specified, the processes for design,
implementation, verification and validation, the performance of the final system and its conformance
to requirements.

4.3. Possible failures of KIC system and means of detection

A large computer system such as the KIC will have a failure rate which can be judged relatively
confidently for the hardware, but it can be potentially thrown into chaos by the software. It is
generally accepted that it is practically impossible to produce a totally error free software.

For IPSN the question was essentially : if the system develops a fault is it able to switch itself oft*
safely and predictably; are the reactor operators clear about what is happening; and, can they pick up
safely from the back-up panel?

Design studies

Design studies provided us initially with an analysis of the level 1 and 2 which identified the
missions that the system is required to perform. The hardware configuration and reliability
associated to each mission enables a confirmation that the probability for failures meets the design
objectives set.
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A functional analysis verifies the consequences of the failure of a mission. This includes the
analyse of refusal or spurious generation of a command to the process by the level 1 interfaces, in
order to ensure the consequences are acceptable or are ultimately covered by the protection system.
The interpretation by the operator of altered data, although undesirable, should not, by the same
reasoning, ultimately compromise the safety of the reactor.

A study of the level 2 design showed that equipment malfunction (or interference on
communications) had theoretically very little likelihood of generating erroneous commands which
could be interpreted by the level 1 and hence act on the process.

The quantification of the risks associated depends almost entirely on reliability figures for system
hardware. The study for the KIC did make an attempt to quantify the treatment of random faults such
as electromagnetic interference and memory errors. However, the analyses, do not take directly into
account errors in the software. The nature and the likelihood of dangerous conditions emanating
from their presence thus became an important aspect of our evaluation.

Fail states

The protection system functions autonomously. It must be designed fail safe so as to entail
immediate and automatic tripping the reactor in the event of significant unavailability or spurious
signals.

The level 2 systems are not directly bound to this constraint. The operator's procedures define the
actions to take in the event of a system failure. The decision is based on the situation and information
presented to the operator by the system itself. A significant failure will of course, depending on its
consequences, eventually lead to a reactor shutdown, but in the first instance the aim is to maintain
control of the reactor.

Detection and signalisation :

We expect the system to ensure the adequate detection and signalisation in the event of any fault
condition. This includes fundamentally :

o isolation of faulty elements and automatic reconfiguration to a fallback operating state

o pertinent alarms presented to the control room operators and corresponding procedures,

c adequate provision of maintenance diagnostics.

Consequences:

The direct consequences of a detectable failure should be limited to (in order of severity of
impact):

o on line maintenance,

o minimal perturbation for operators,

o redeployment of operating positions,

o transfer to back-up panel.

The objective of our evaluation was to assure that this strategy is adequately (from the safety point
of view) realised and all fault conditions result in these outcomes. In practice, however, the
possibility of undetected failures (notably software bugs) has to be considered.

Identification of failure modes

The identification of the failures concerning the level 2 computerised system KIC established two
broad notions for failure modes :

o clear-cut failures such as hardware failures and software crashes which are detected automatically
by the system and taken into account in the design;

o other unresolved anomalies including functional errors, saturation or blockages of software tasks,
which are not detected automatically.
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The first mode of failure should be acceptable from a safety point of view provided the situation is
clearly signalled to the operator and the consequences are established. The latter types of anomally
have to be eliminated or rendered to clear failures.

Possibilities for faults and failures

The design of the system architecture was examined with respect to the possibility for faults,
modes of failure, the means of detection, and their impact on reactor operation. The design aim is
high availability without compromising safety by using fault monitoring and redundancy.

The operating environment and conditions are taken into account and include power supply
fluctuations, electromagnetic interference, temperature and humidity as well as process real time data
avalanche conditions. The verification of the system must not only cover the nominal operating
conditions, but also include an evaluation of behaviour outside operating limits.

The elimination of errors in the software which may compromise the design from a safety point of
view is fundamental. IPSN examined the software design and its production processes as well as
paying particuliar attention to the results of the functional validation of the complete system and its
utilisation during reactor commissioning.

KIC software

Although the hardware implementation has posed difficulties to the project, today it is essentially
the software which accounts for majority of anomalies encountered on the KIC. We have no
illusions, a system of this complexity will never be totally free from errors (whether functional
specification, coding or other unforeseen circumstances). Moreover, even if it ever is, we are not
going to be able to prove it.

The design made brave efforts in the application software to limit the possible modes of failure on
software error to the « clear-cut» situation defined previously (i.e. a manageable shutdown of
machine on error). Despite these cases of saturation, blockages and the propagation of faults to other
machines in the system were encountered. This could lead to grey situations where the execution of
all tasks as expected is not guaranteed and the operator would be uncertain or unaware of the
functioning of the system.

The developer was asked to proceed with a re-analyse of task scheduling to identify potential
problem types non detectable by the system. This is based on operating experience and analysis of
faults encountered during development and commissioning. A software FMEAC is also underway.

The developer maintained that the error handling was implemented with a "better safe than
sorry" policy so that the majority of errors detected (ADA exceptions, operating system error
messages and application specific) led to a controlled shutdown of the computer. For the case of
" warning " or " non fatal" errors which are tolerated by the system, a verification of error handling
in software by examination of operating experience before fuel load together with a systematic re-
examination of the code was recommended.

IPSN also recommended that supplementary means for detection and identification of abnormal
functioning should be considered. An external watchdog device, on-screen "observables" for the
plant operator and special surveillance by maintenance as well as the instruction of operators for
abnormal conditions were added. An improved software task monitoring application will be
incorporated with the next major revision.

The actions necessary in case of software bugs during reactor operation, as well as excursions
outside of design limits (earthquake, temperature,...), were studied and incorporated into reactor
operator and maintenance procedures.

4.4. Process for KIC design, implementation and V&V

IPSN considered the quality of realisation, validation and verification, as well as management of
modifications. It was necessary to take into account the relative importance of KIC for safety in the
overall N4 C&I scheme, and also particular functions of the KIC (on line, off line, useful or
necessary for reactor operation, normal or accident situations).
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Quality of realisation

Without entering into a exhaustive review of the processes involved, IPSN took into consideration
the various aspects of the process of the design, development and implementation notably those
related to the software element for KIC.

The software development followed the classic - V cycle. The processes were governed by ISO
9001 for most of the components used. A single main contractor co-ordinated the project QA
(suppliers, subcontracts, QA plan) and was itself subject to audit by the client EDF. A reasonable
utilisation history exists for the off the shelf components.

From specification the design used generally an « object oriented » approach. ADA code was
used for most, but not all, of the application specifically developed for control command of the
reactor. Other parts, including the data communications were coded in C. The development
environment, tool support, configuration management etc. were briefly reviewed. A static analysis of
the important applications coded in C carried out by the licensee gave generally acceptable software
metrics.

The use of a centralised production of configuration data by a large CAD system presented an
overhead for small corrections and also suffered its own implementation problems. However, IPSN
feel this element is essential in ensuring the overall coherence of the plant configuration data.
Moreover, the possibility of verifying the data automatically by algorithm, increases the exhaustivity
and the repeatability. It allows for systematic checking for regression between modifications and can
be " optimised " to take into account cumulatively and systematically feedback from different data
errors types found at all stages of the validation.

IPSN recommended that the licensee present a summary and analysis of errors detected during
the period of operation for reactor hot tests. Aside from concluding on the results obtained with
respect to the hot tests, the licensee was able to demonstrate the incorporation of corrective and
preventative actions together with improvements to verification and validation globally.

Validation and verification

The overall method for validation and verification adopted was considered correct, although the
software unit test stage was lacking on aspects of formalisation and analysis of coverage.

However, the facilities for functional testing were good with full scale test set-ups available in the
factory. A verification of the coverage of the functional acceptance testing with respect to functions
specified gave satisfactory results for a sample of functions considered representative and including
some " sensitive " items.

The philosophy adopted for the formal qualification of the KIC was to fully validate the system
functionality by factory tests and to verify the plant configuration data in the design office using an
extensive CAD system. The idea being to limit on site activities to verification of installation and
overall plant commissioning.

Despite the very large quantity of data processed by the KIC, a relatively simple set of functions
exist for the process control application consisting of operator commands to plant PLCs and display
of information; no automatic control loops are imbedded in the KIC. The typing (objects configured
by data) used in the design is used to justify the validation approach.

Although acknowledging the use of representative test configurations and the well developed data
verification process, IPSN was fairly sceptic with this " plug in and play " aim. It was considered
essential that a thorough confirmation of the " real" operation of the system installed on site should
be obtained before fuel load and start-up. IPSN were insistent on the correlation to factory testing
and a certain number of on site validations.

The system behaviour (CPU occupation, memory use, I/O buffering, network performance, trace
and error messages etc.) was monitored during the periods of reactor hot tests during which the C&I
is solicited as in real operation. During this period the dynamic performances of the system faced
with process transients were measured and correlated to simulation tests carried out in the factory .
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From the first delivery of preliminary versions to site a fault reporting scheme was put into action
which enabled all anomalies observed by operators and technicians to be noted immediately and
subsequently analysed and treated.

Moreover, the process of observation has been formalised into so called " probationary"
operating periods for final versions before each of the important steps in the reactor start-up process
(fuel load, initial criticality, raise power,...)- This enables the objectives of the verifications to be
identified in advance.

Management of modifications

The management of modifications (particularly to software) is widely recognised as a crucial
area. It was necessary to consider the general modification process put into practice before fuel load
as well as specific rules which must be put in place to control modifications after fuel load.

The aim is to make sure that each change (be it error correction or evolution to specification) is
carried out properly avoiding unnecessary destabilisation and the risk of regression. In order to
maintain our confidence in the updated version, the adequacy of the requalification should be
justifiable. This is particularly relevant when the possibilities for on-line testing are reduced once the
reactor has gone critical. We look for a comprehensive management of all aspects of the
modification, from the specification details through to the final build configuration control with the
validation and verification associated.

IPSN recommended a formal impact analysis procedure which the licensee implemented. Each
modification is considered on a case by case basis by a panel with diverse and independent interests
(programmer, operator, etc.). The impact of the correction or not for each error or modification
request is considered and justified from the points of view of safety, functionality, operator nuisance,
probability of occurrence, diagnosis, implementation and validation. There are categorisations made
concerning the gravity of a non corrected anomaly and an attempt to quantify globally the impact of
corrections made to a new version by indicating the number of software modules altered. A summary
of the impact analysis is presented to the safety authority. The attempt to quantify the impact analysis
is admittedly a little crude in its present form, we hope that it will be able to be refined by taking into
account various analyses of the software in progress. Nevertheless, as it stands it does allow us to
appreciate the situation to a certain degree. The important point for us was to have a rigorous
approach which is accountable and visible to the safety authority. The onus is on the licensee to make
it work.

The process for modification management up to this date is relevant to pre fuel-load. Once the
reactor is loaded and has gone critical, the implications of any modification are evidently to be taken
very seriously. In the first instance, it is clearly the aim of everyone concerned that the C&I will be
sufficiently validated and proved such that a modifications will not be necessary between periods of
reactor shutdown and fuel unload. However, to be realistic and cover all contingencies, a procedure
for safe reinstallation of software has been prepared. The safety case relies ultimately on the capacity
to operate the reactor to its safe state from the diversified back-up panel. There is also the possibility
to reinstall a known proven version if ever a modification does not work out.

Although an update of the software is not normally envisaged during reactor operation, the plant
configuration data, the " programmable " part of the system, is designed to be modified on line. This
is considered as a function of the system and as such has necessitated a particular effort for validation
to ensure that the absence of interaction between data and system.

The validation of data changes are carried out upstream in the CAD. However, the conditions for
data modification during the reactor operation must be subject to prior function analysis to identify
plant availability and define special operating conditions. A dry run must be carried out on an off-
line configuration before each data modification.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The examinations carried out to date have enabled IPSN to judge the N4 C&I as acceptable with
respect to the authorisation to load fuel for the first N4 reactor. This conclusion has been approved by
France's standing group on nuclear reactors, a committee which gives advice to the French safety
authority based on the analyses and recommendations proposed by IPSN.

It was deemed necessary to consolidate the present analysis and judgements made with elements
resulting from operating experience. A careful foUow-up of the N4 C&I will be carried out, including
the treatment of software updates.
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